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Effective State Metamorphosis in Semi-Classical Loop Quantum Cosmology
Parampreet Singh∗
Institute for Gravitational Physics and Geometry,
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802, USA
Modification to the behavior of geometrical density at short scales is a key result of loop quantum
cosmology, responsible for an interesting phenomenology in the very early universe. We demonstrate
the way matter with arbitrary scale factor dependence in Hamiltonian incorporates this change in its
effective dynamics in the loop modified phase. For generic matter, the equation of state starts varying
near a critical scale factor, becomes negative below it and violates strong energy condition. This
opens a new avenue to generalize various phenomenological applications in loop quantum cosmology.
We show that different ways to define energy density may yield radically different results, especially
for the case corresponding to classical dust. We also discuss implications for frequency dispersion
induced by modification to geometric density at small scales.
PACS numbers: 04.60.Pp,98.80.Qc
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum gravity is expected to radically modify our
classical intuition of space-time and matter. Progress in
loop quantum gravity (LQG), one of the background in-
dependent and non-perturbative candidates for quantiza-
tion of gravity, suggests that at the quantum level classi-
cal spacetime continuum is replaced by discrete quantum
geometry [1, 2]. The continuum spacetime emerges from
quantum geometry in a large eigenvalue limit. An impor-
tant question in this setting is the way behavior of the
ordinary matter is modified at small scales. Answering
this question in complete generality is difficult since we
lack a full theory of non-perturbative quantum gravity
including matter. However, valuable insights can be ob-
tained if we work in a simpler symmetry reduced setting
like quantum cosmology.
Loop quantum cosmology (LQC) is the quantization
of homogeneous and isotropic mini-superspaces based
on LQG whose applications include a resolution of the
big-bang singularity in homogeneous and isotropic mini-
superspace setting [3, 4, 5] (for a recent review see [6],
also see Refs. [7, 8] for critical discussions). One of its
key result is that eigenvalues of geometrical density oper-
ator (or positive powers of inverse scale factor in general)
become proportional to positive powers of the scale fac-
tor [9] below a critical value, a∗ =
√
jγ/3ℓP. Here j is
a half integer greater than unity, ℓP is the Planck length
and γ ≈ 0.2375 is the Barbero-Immirzi parameter whose
value is set by black hole thermodynamics [10]. Also as,
a −→ 0 the spectrum of the inverse scale factor operator
remains bounded and curvature does not diverge.
At the fundamental level the evolution in LQC is gov-
erned by quantum difference equations. However above
the scale factor ai ≈ √γℓP , dynamics can be approx-
imated by Friedmann equations with non-perturbative
modifications [11]. The spacetime does not immediately
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become classical as we go from low to high eigenvalues of
the scale factor and the regime ai . a . a∗ is very inter-
esting to explore new physical effects. The dynamics in
this semi-classical regime has been studied extensively for
a scalar field and various interesting results have been ob-
tained, like dynamical initial conditions for the universe
[12], naturalness of inflation [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20]
, avoidance of big crunch in closed models [21, 22, 23],
non-singular brane bounce in cyclic models [24], emer-
gent universe scenario [25], possibility of signatures in
cosmic microwave background (CMB) [15] and discrete
corrections to classical trajectories [26, 27]. The non-
perturbative modifications to Friedmann equations have
also been shown to match well with underlying quantum
difference equations till very small scales [27, 28]. Inves-
tigations to the issues pertaining to perturbations have
also been initiated [29, 30]. LQC techniques have also
been applied to scalar field collapse models and it has
been shown that black hole and naked singularities can
be avoided [31, 32].
Though LQC has yielded various interesting results in
scalar field dynamics, phenomenological applications for
arbitrary matter remain an open issue. This problem is
not only important by itself to gain insights in behavior
of matter at scales near and below a∗, but also to have
understanding of a more complete model of the universe
with loop modifications. It should be noted that even in
most of the scalar field applications considered in LQC,
various properties of the scalar field are just assumed
as in standard cosmology. Therefore, it is highly desir-
able to look for alternatives to scalar field phenomenol-
ogy. We shall recall that in classical cosmology scalar
field is a very attractive entity since it can easily violate
the strong energy condition in the presence of a poten-
tial, which can lead to various interesting consequences.
Our interest here is to explore the possibilities for generic
matter when scale factor is smaller than a∗. If equation
of state of matter like dust or radiation behaves in a
radically different way below some scale factor, then the
results obtained in LQC using scalar field might be gen-
eralized to other matter. In particular any such result is
2particularly useful to study the last stages of a contract-
ing universe or gravitational collapse scenarios in LQC.
Further profound insights might be obtained for some
phenomena in the very early universe, thus making the
LQC phenomenology for generic matter very important.
Since we are working in a symmetry reduced frame-
work, incorporating generic matter configurations is a
difficult issue. This is due to the reason that various
forms of matter in classical cosmology, like perfect flu-
ids, are not as fundamental as the scalar field. Further,
consistent analysis of perfect fluids at all scales (includ-
ing discrete quantum regime) may require a full non-
perturbative treatment of quantum gravity with matter.
Since such a theory is still under development, our treat-
ment here would be very phenomenological.
In classical cosmology matter coupling to gravity is
identified via the stress-energy tensor of a perfect fluid
or the energy density and pressure. Latter are related
via the thermodynamic relation of equation of state and
obey the conservation law derived from the adiabatic ex-
pansion of the universe (which is same as the divergence
free property of stress-energy tensor). The conservation
law provides us with the proportionality of energy density
with the scale factor. Matter components with constant
but different equation of states are proportional to differ-
ent powers of the scale factor. Since we can not include
such classical fluids in current treatment, we would in-
vestigate the modifications to Hamiltonian with suitable
scale factor dependence such that the corresponding en-
ergy density at classical volumes (a ≫ a∗) has the same
behavior in scale factor as the energy density of a classi-
cal matter component like dust, radiation (or relativistic
gas of particles) etc. In this way we can obtain insights
on the way energy density for matter shall modify as we
approach semi-classical scales. In Ref. [28], it was shown
that inverse scale factor modification to energy density
of matter behaving as classical dust is sufficient to mimic
the underlying quantum dynamics to the scales of the or-
der of ai. Further at large volumes (a≫ a∗), we recover
back classical form of densities and standard dynamics.
Thus, dynamical equations with modified energy density
make a good effective theory to the fundamental quan-
tum difference equations in the semi-classical domain and
we can study the variation from classical behavior, like
for the equation of state, in the effective description with-
out referring to the underlying quantum dynamics. Our
analysis would be based on this effective phenomenolog-
ical picture.
We emphasize that we do not include perfect fluids
in current framework of LQC but we investigate mat-
ter Hamiltonians whose energy density at classical scales
mimic those of fluids like dust, radiation or stiff matter.
We further assume as in Ref. [26] that time scales of
loop modified cosmological dynamics are large compared
to those which establish thermodynamic equilibrium in
matter processes such that notion of equation of state
is well defined and conservation law can be used. It is
possible that in deep quantum regime near ai, above as-
sumption may break down. In any case, in the full quan-
tum zone our phenomenological picture would be invalid
and thus insights gained from this work can be trusted
only for scales not much below a∗ with the latter chosen
large enough compared to ℓP.
Our first result is to show that there are different ways
to define energy density given a matter Hamiltonian, de-
pending on whether we construct a corresponding quan-
tum operator or not. This is also related to the way
we can obtain the effective Friedmann equation in the
semi-classical regime, either as an extension of the clas-
sical Friedmann equation or the semi-classical limit of
the corresponding quantum construction. We demon-
strate that the distinction between energy densities be-
come important especially in the case for matter Hamilto-
nian independent of the scale factor. Phenomenologically
this would correspond to the coupling resembling classi-
cal dust. This can have important consequences for the
perturbations in the semi-classical regime. However, irre-
spective of the choice of definition of the energy density,
we further show that equation of state shows variation
from the behavior at classical volumes near and below
a∗. This would effectively correspond to existence of a
negative pressure by using the conservation law. Thus
matter which couples with classical gravity as pressure-
less or positive pressure component, may transform into
a negative pressure form at scales below a∗. Interest-
ingly this is true even when the equation of state is con-
stant in classical theory, thus giving an indication that
equation of state may vary in semi-classical regime. As
discussed earlier this can have profound implications for
scales a . a∗ with the possibility that matter like dust
and radiation can provide a viable alternative to scalar
field like in gravitational collapse scenarios [31, 32]. This
result is also important for multi-component models in
semi-classical LQC. Our results are also immediately ap-
plicable to models with more than one scalar field where
one of the scalar field behaves effectively as dust or ra-
diation with a suitable choice of potential. Then the
variation of equation of state to negative values for such
matter component suggests that may be it is possible
to successfully generalize previous results of LQC. We
also show that for matter coupling corresponding to ra-
diation, the frequency experiences dispersion at scales
smaller than a∗. Interestingly, dispersion is similar to
the results obtained earlier using trans-Planckian cut offs
[33, 34].
II. MODIFIED DYNAMICS
The root of modification of dynamics in LQC can be
traced back to the operator representing the quantum
inverse scale factor. Since the scale factor in LQC has
discrete eigenvalues including zero, one begins with an
identity on the Ashtekar-Barbero phase space [35]. In
terms of the basic phase space variables, connection c
3and the triad p, a−1 is given by [36]
a−1 =
[
3
8πGγl
{c, |p|l}
]1/(2−2l)
(1)
where l is a quantum ambiguity parameter with 0 < l <
1. The triad p is related to the scale factor a via |p| = a2
and on classical solutions (of general relativity) c is given
by c = (k − γa˙)/2, k being curvature index which we
take to be zero in this work. We can then quantize this
identity and obtain the eigenvalues of inverse scale factor.
It turns out that the eigenvalue spectrum is bounded on
the entire Hilbert space and evolution through a = 0 is
non-singular [3, 4, 5]. The eigenvalues of (̂1/a) below
a∗ become proportional to the positive powers of scale
factor and are not inverse of those of aˆ.
The geometrical density operator (1̂/a3) can be simi-
larly constructed and its eigenvalues for large j are ap-
proximated as [13]
dj,l(a) = Dl(q) a
−3, q := a2/a2
∗
, a∗ :=
√
jγ/3 ℓP (2)
where
Dl(q) =
{
3
2l
q1−l
[
1
2 + l
(
(q + 1)l+2 − |q − 1|l+2) (3)
− q
1 + l
(
(q + 1)l+1 − sgn(q − 1)|q − 1|l+1)]} 3(2−2l) .
Radical modifications to the behavior of geometrical den-
sity become obvious if a≪ a∗ when
dj,l(a) ≈
(
3
1 + l
)3/(2−2l) (
a
a∗
)3(2−l)/(1−l)
a−3 . (4)
At classical scales a ≫ a∗, dj,l ≈ a−3 and we recover
back the classical description.
For a matter specified by Hamiltonian HM , dynamics
can be obtained from total Hamiltonian constraint which
on quantization leads to the following difference equation
[5]
(Vµ+5µ0 − Vµ+3µ0 ) ψµ+4µ0 − 2 (Vµ+µ0 − Vµ−µ0) ψµ (5)
+ (Vµ−3µ0 − Vµ−5µ0 ) ψµ−4µ0 = −
8πG
3
γ3ℓ2P HˆM (µ)ψµ
where Vµ are eigenvalues of volume operator and are re-
lated to eigenvalues (µ) of triad as Vµ = (γ|µ|/6)3/2ℓ3P.
In the semi-classical limit it can be shown that above
equation can be approximated by the following differen-
tial equation [11, 13]
−3 a˙2 a+ 8 πGEM (a, φ) = 0 . (6)
Here EM (a, φ) are eigenvalues of matter Hamiltonian op-
erator, assumed to correspond to a matter field φ. It is
important to note that if HM depends on the inverse
scale factor, then EM (a, φ) inherits the modifications to
the eigenvalues of (1̂/a) upon quantization. Thus, dy-
namics in the semi-classical regime is distinct from its
classical counterpart [37]. A useful example is the case
of a massive scalar field whose classical Hamiltonian
HM = 1
a3
p2φ
2
+ a3 V (φ) (7)
on loop quantization yields modified eigenvalues as [13,
14, 15]
EM (a, φ) = dj,l(a)
p2φ
2
+ a3 V (φ) . (8)
Dynamics in this case is then completely determined by
further using the modified Klein-Gordon equation [13,
14, 15]
φ¨+
(
3
a˙
a
− D˙l(q)
Dl(q)
)
φ˙+Dl(q)V,φ(φ) = 0 , (9)
where we have used the Hamilton’s equations φ˙ =
dj,l(a)pφ and p˙φ = −a3 V,φ(φ). In the regime a . a∗,
Dl(q)≪ 1 and the modified dynamics becomes indepen-
dent of the potential. Also, the Klein-Gordon equation
(9) can be approximated as
φ¨− 3
[
2− l
1− l − 1
]
a˙
a
φ˙ ≈ 0 (10)
where we have used eq.(4). Since 0 < l < 1 the coeffi-
cient of φ˙ in eq.(9) changes sign compared to its classical
value and the scalar field experiences anti-friction (fric-
tion) instead of friction (anti-friction) for an expanding
(contracting) universe. Such a peculiar change is respon-
sible for various interesting physical effects for example
super-inflation [13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20], avoidance
of big crunch [21, 22, 23] and resolution of black hole
and naked singularities with possible observable signa-
tures [31, 32].
Let us now determine the modifications to the energy
density. In classical theory once we know EMcl(a, φ),
it is straightforward to evaluate classical energy den-
sity which is defined as ρcl = EMcl(a, φ)/a
3. Since ge-
ometric density is modified in the semi-classical regime,
the notion of energy density becomes subtle. To obtain
the semi-classical density one way is to define a density
operator ρ̂q = ĤM/a3 and then take the semi-classical
limit. Another way is to define semi-classical density as
the ratio of modified energy density to the volume i.e.
ρsc = EM (a, φ)/a
3 (where EM (a, φ) includes the appro-
priate modifications to inverse scale factor) [13]. Note
that since we so far lack the understanding of physical
inner product in LQC, these definitions are considered
with the caveat that they may not correspond to the
expectation values taken with respect to physical semi-
classical states. It may turn out that energy density ob-
tained via expectation values is different than ρq or ρsc,
which may require further analysis of results presented
4here. There are other possible quantization ambiguities
in defining energy density, like we can classically write
a−3 = a−3βa3(β−1) for β > 0, quantize it and obtain the
energy density which would now depend on β. Note that
all such quantization ambiguities lead to same classical
energy density and in a quantum theory a choice has to
be made, either on the ground of natural value of param-
eter β (which would be β = 1) or the connection with
full theory of LQG. The origin of such an ambiguity pa-
rameter is similar to the parameter l which is present in
eq.(1) and is discussed in detail in Ref. [16] where it was
shown that it is the natural choice of parameter which
may arise from LQG. This augurs well with the general
expectation that natural values of such quantization am-
biguity parameters would be favored by the full theory
of LQG. We would focus our discussion on the natural
value of the β parameter and discuss the implications for
other possible values in the concluding section. It would
turn out that physics and conclusions of this work are
very robust to arbitrary choices of β.
The eigenvalues for ρ̂q can be obtained in the way de-
scribed above for ĤM and 1̂/a3 and they are
ρq = dj,l(a)EM (a, φ) = Dl(q) a
−3EM (a, φ) = Dl(q) ρsc .
(11)
For a . a∗, Dl(q) . 1 implies ρq . ρsc. It is to be
noted that ρq incorporates modifications both in energy
and geometric density eigenvalues, whereas ρsc does not
receive any contribution from modifications in behavior
of 1/a3. Though dynamics does not depend on the choice
of the density, there are important distinguishing features
which we discuss in next section.
Modifications to energy and density eigenvalues of
matter Hamiltonians with arbitrary scale factor depen-
dence can be determined in a similar way. In the semi-
classical regime, at the effective level, we shall first re-
place the inverse scale factors in Hamiltonian with the
appropriate powers of dj,l and then obtain energy den-
sity ρq (or ρsc). For example, if HM is independent of
the scale factor then its energy eigenvalues would not get
modified for scales less than a∗. The energy density de-
fined via ρq is modified. At classical scales energy density
becomes proportional to a−3. Thus, this form of matter
coupling would resemble that of dust at large volumes.
Similarly, the Hamiltonian whose energy density would
classically couple as that of radiation is HM (a) ∝ 1/a.
The energy eigenvalues in this case get modified below
a∗, which is equivalent to modification to behavior of
frequency at small volumes (see Ref. [30] for a similar
discussion).
The semi-classical dynamics can be obtained directly
from the Hamiltonian constraint eq.(6) and since the lat-
ter does not depend on ρq or ρsc, the trajectories like
a(t) would be identical for both choices of energy density.
However, if instead of using Hamiltonian constraint we
wish to use effective Friedmann equation to determine
dynamics then there are some subtleties. One way to
obtain the effective Friedmann equation is as done clas-
sically, that is dividing the Hamiltonian constraint by
a3. This yields the gravitational energy density as a˙2/a2
which is identified with the square of the classical Hubble
rate (Hcl := a˙/a) and is equal to the classical matter en-
ergy density (up to numerical factor of 8πG/3). With this
algorithm, the division of eq.(6) by a3 yields the modi-
fied Friedmann equation with unmodified gravitational
energy density, and thus effective Hubble rate which is
same as the classical one, i.e. H2sc = H
2
cl := a˙
2/a2, and is
proportional to ρsc.
An alternative method to obtain semi-classical effec-
tive Friedmann equation is to first quantize the classical
Friedmann equation and then obtain its semi-classical
limit [38]. As explained for the construction of ρ̂q, this
method would imply that the modified Friedmann equa-
tion in the regime a . a∗ is given by dj,l multiplied with
eq.(6). This means that the gravitational energy density
also gets modified below a∗ and is given by Dl a˙
2/a2.
That is the effective Hubble rate in semi-classical regime
is given by Hq := D
1/2
l Hsc = D
1/2
l a˙/a, whose square is
proportional to the energy density ρq. For a > a∗, both
Hq and ρq approach Hcl and ρcl respectively, and the
classical dynamics is recovered. Interestingly the modi-
fied Friedmann equation forHq can be further divided by
Dl to obtain a a˙
2/a2 equation which resembles the modi-
fied Friedmann equation obtained from the first method,
however that does not imply that either a˙2/a2 or ρsc can
be identified with the actual gravitational and matter
energy densities (Dl a˙
2/a2 and ρq).
The point to note is that different gravitational and
matter densities appear in modified Friedmann equation
depending on the way latter is obtained, either by extend-
ing classical theory to semi-classical regime which leads
to an unmodified Hubble rate or taking the semi-classical
limit of the quantum theory which modifies classical Hub-
ble rate to Hq. As we mentioned above, these differences
(or ambiguities to obtain effective Friedmann equation)
do not affect dynamical trajectories and the phenomeno-
logical applications like inflation and bounces in LQC
are robust to such ambiguities. However they do lead
to different effective Hubble rates and energy densities
in the semi-classical regime a . a∗. This can be impor-
tant for example in the investigations of constraints on
the value of loop parameters to yield viable initial con-
ditions for conventional inflation [16]. We recall that in
Ref. [16], H−1sc >
√
γℓP was used to obtain constraint on
parameter j. The phenomenological constraint on j is
thus expected to change if instead we use Hq. Further,
in Ref. [27] estimates on the scale below which discrete
quantum geometry corrections become significant to the
dynamics have been obtained. This scale which is related
to a critical density obtained using ρsc may also be af-
fected if we use ρq. These issues will important for future
investigations in this direction.
5III. VARIATION OF EQUATION OF STATE
Given classical matter with a constant equation of
state (wcl), matter density evolves as
ρcl = ρ0 a
−3(1+wcl) (12)
where ρ0 is a constant. At the effective phenomenological
level the modifications to energy density of matter as for
ρq corresponds to replacing inverse powers of a in eq.(12)
with appropriate powers of dj,l. Thus
ρq = ρ0 d
(1+wcl)
j,l = D
(1+wcl)
l ρcl . (13)
Further, on using eq.(11) we obtain
ρsc = D
−1
l ρq = D
wcl
l ρcl . (14)
Hence both prescriptions (ρq and ρsc) to obtain semi-
classical density lead to the modifications from classical
density. The energy conservation law obeyed by matter
immediately ensures that pressure must change to ac-
commodate any modification in energy density. The rate
of change of energy density ρq with respect to the scale
factor is
a
d
da
ρq = (1 + wcl) ρq
[
d lnDl
d ln a
− 3
]
. (15)
Using this in energy conservation equation
a
d
da
ρ = −3 (ρ+ p) (16)
we easily obtain the expression for modified pressure pq,
pq = wcl ρq − (1 + wcl) d lnDl
d ln a
ρq
3
(17)
which leads to an effective equation of state (wq) defined
as the ratio pq/ρq,
wq =
[
wcl − (1 + wcl)
3
d lnDl
d ln a
]
. (18)
Similar derivation can be done by starting from energy
density ρsc and the resulting effective equation of state
wsc = psc/ρsc is
wsc = wcl
[
1− 1
3
d lnDl
d ln a
]
. (19)
At classical scales a ≫ a∗, Dl(q) = 1. However at
scales near and below a∗, Dl(q) starts varying and be-
comes much smaller than unity. This leads to the vari-
ation of equation of state for matter for a . a∗. If our
phenomenological picture is allowed to be trusted even
for scales a ∼ ai, then fixing the parameter l to its nat-
ural value of 3/4 [16], it is straightforward to see from
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FIG. 1: Behavior of effective equation of state for matter
whose energy density at classical volumes has the behavior
of that of stiff matter. The solid curve shows wq and dashed
curve shows wsc. Parameters are j = 100 and l = 3/4. Same
variation holds for a massive scalar field (for details see text).
eq.(4) that for a ∼ ai ≈ √γℓP, d lnD3/4/d lna ≈ 15 and
thus
wq ≈ −4wcl − 5 (20)
and
wsc ≈ −4wcl . (21)
As discussed earlier we do not expect this behavior to
be valid at scales so close to Planck length, however we
do expect that for scales close to a∗, equation of state
would start varying even if it is constant for a≫ a∗. We
illustrate this with examples of matter Hamiltonians of
the form C1/a
3, C2/a and C3 where Ci are some con-
stants. Since the energy density of these Hamiltonians
resemble that of stiff matter, radiation and dust respec-
tively in scale factor dependence at classical volumes, we
would refer to examples with this correspondence. We
would also review the case of massive scalar field and
study the effect of using ρq instead of ρsc as done earlier
[13, 15, 16, 17, 19].
Stiff Matter: For matter Hamiltonian which is of the
form C1/a
3, both ρq and ρsc approach ρcl ∝ a−6 as for
stiff matter at scales a ≫ a∗. As expected the equation
of state wq or wsc are equal to unity at large volumes.
However, for scales a ∼ a∗, it starts varying and becomes
negative for a < a∗. The increase in equation of state
from its classical value for a small domain near a∗ is due
to the corresponding peak in Dl(q) for a ∼ a∗. The
variation of effective equation of state is shown in Fig. 1.
As can be seen, the equation of state quickly becomes less
than −1/3 after the peak at a ∼ a∗, that is it violates
6I
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FIG. 2: Evolution of frequency ω (solid curve) with k. We
choose quantum gravity parameters as l = 3/4 and j = 100.
Behavior for other choices is similar. Classical curve denoted
by III is not modified at any value of scale factor. The curves
I,IV and II are obtained respectively in Ref.[34] and Ref.[33]
by cutoffs to dispersion relation at short scales. Quantum
gravity naturally produces a modification to frequency at
short scales without introduction of any cutoff.
strong energy condition. It also becomes less than −1
for values of scale factor which are of the order of 0.8a∗,
thus violating weak energy condition. This behavior is
independent of choice of loop quantum parameters and
suggests that matter with a constant stiff equation of
state at classical volumes may transform effectively into a
form with an equation of state which is negative. Though
of little validity for our phenomenological picture we see
that for a ∼ ai, wq ≈ −9 and wsc ≈ −4.
Radiation: Matter Hamiltonians which are propor-
tional to inverse scale factor lead to energy density of the
form of radiation at classical volumes. The Hamiltonian
gets modified by d
1/3
j,l in the semi-classical regime. Ef-
fectively, it implies that frequency corresponding to clas-
sical radiation component gets modified from the stan-
dard behavior below a∗. In this case classically we have
EMcl = E0a0/a (with E0 and a0 being constants) which
gets modified to EM = d
1/3
j,l a0E0 = D
1/3
l a
−1a0E0. Thus
for a . a∗, EM would become proportional to positive
powers of scale factor. Since for radiation EM is linearly
related to frequency via Planck law, this modification im-
plies a change in behavior of frequency at scales below a∗
which would be given by ω = ω0a0d
1/3
j,l = ω0a0D
1/3
l a
−1.
Modifications to the behavior of frequency at short scales
have been expected and desired from quantum gravity
models. However, most of the times these are introduced
by introduction of a short scale cut off [33, 34]. Here
we see that such a cut off is provided by the scale below
which behavior of density changes. We have plotted the
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FIG. 3: Evolution of wq (solid curve) and wsc (dashed curve)
for HM ∝ a
−1 with loop parameters as in Fig. 1. If phe-
nomenological picture is valid till a ∼ ai, matter which cou-
ples to gravity at classical volumes as radiation transforms
into one with super-negative pressure. Inset shows the varia-
tion of Dl(q) with its peak at a ∼ a∗.
behavior of ω with k = 2π/λ in Fig. 2. As can be seen,
the modification to frequency is similar to those expected
earlier and inspires further investigations to understand
modification to dispersion relation using quantum grav-
ity models as we have done here. These issues will be
addressed elsewhere.
The equation of state for matter coupling like radiation
via ρq construction becomes
wq =
1
3
− 4
9
d lnDl
d ln a
. (22)
At classical scales, Dl(q) = 1 and thus wq = wsc = 1/3.
However for scales less than a∗, Dl(q) starts varying
which leads to variation of wq and wsc. In Fig. 3, we
have shown the evolution of wq and wsc with scale factor.
Inset shows evolution of Dl(q) with its peak at a ∼ a∗.
As in the the case of stiff matter, the variation in wq is
more rapid than wsc. Though both variations suggest
that strong and weak energy conditions are violated for
scales near a∗, these violations occur at slightly larger
scale factors for wq than for wsc.
Dust: Hamiltonian which is independent of the scale
factor does not receive any modifications due to dj,l for
scales less than a∗. The energy density ρsc is equal to
ρcl at all scales and thus diverges for small scale factors.
However, on using density operator we obtain ρq = Dlρcl
and
wq = −1
3
d lnDl
d ln a
. (23)
We have shown the variation of effective equation of state
in Fig. 4. As for the case of stiff matter and radiation,
7wq varies for a ∼ a∗ and becomes negative below the crit-
ical scale factor. It also violates weak energy condition
for a ∼ 0.9a∗. On the other hand wsc remains constant
(equal to zero) all through the period of evolution. The
differences between ρq and ρsc become very evident in
this case. As a −→ 0, ρsc blows up whereas ρq remains
finite. It is important to note that in ρq effects of geo-
metric density regulate the diverging energy density at
small scale factors.
Massive Scalar Field: The case of massive scalar field
has been studied in detail in LQC [13, 14, 15, 16, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30]. The period of
super-acceleration in the regime a . a∗ plays a dominant
role in most of the interesting effects like setting up right
conditions for inflation or preventing singularities. This
phenomena also indicate that effective equation of state
becomes less than -1 and thus weak energy condition is
violated. The energy density of a massive scalar field φ
with potential V (φ) via density operator construction is
given by
ρq = dj,lEM (a, φ) =
φ˙2
2
+Dl(q)V (φ) (24)
where we have used eqs.(11) and (8). The expression for
effective pressure can be obtained by using eq.(16) and
Klein-Gordon equation (eq.(9)). It turns out to be
pq =
[
1− 2
3
d lnDl
d ln a
]
φ˙2
2
−Dl(q)V (φ)− 1
3
d lnDl
d ln a
V (φ)
(25)
and thus effective equation of state can be obtained by
using wq = pq/ρq. It shall be noted that effective neg-
ative pressure obtained from ρq is much stronger than
that obtained from ρsc leading to [13, 17]
wsc = −1 + 2φ˙
2
φ˙2 + 2Dl(q)V (φ)
[
1− 1
6
d lnDl
d ln a
]
. (26)
Since Dl(q)≪ 1 for a≪ a∗, the potential terms become
negligible compared to kinetic terms and it is easy to
verify that both wq and wsc behave in the same way as
for stiff matter. The variation of equation of state and
the super-negative pressure are thus as shown in Fig. 1.
It is important to note that use of ρq leads to stronger
violation of energy conditions than ρsc. As we discussed
in the previous section this issue might be linked to the
problem of stability of perturbations in the regime a .
a∗ [30]. Hence choice of ρq or ρsc is bound to play an
important role in obtaining viable density perturbations
in loop quantum modified regime. We would leave such
an investigation for future work.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Working in the semi-classical limit of LQC we have
studied the behavior of matter Hamiltonians with arbi-
trary scale factor dependence, in particular those whose
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FIG. 4: Variation of effective equation of state for matter
satisfying wcl = 0 in the classical regime. Solid curve depicts
wq and dashed curve shows wsc. Parameters are same as in
Fig. 1. Inset shows evolution of ρq with scale factor which is
well regulated as a −→ 0 whereas the energy density without
dj,l modification blows up (shown by dashed curve).
energy density scales as that of dust, radiation and stiff
matter at classical volumes. Through our phenomenolog-
ical effective treatment we are able to gain useful insights
on what shall be expected to be the modified behavior of
matter at scales near and less than a∗. Our first result is
to show that there are at least two ways to define energy
density and thus equation of state. Both of them lead
to same classical behavior for a ≫ a∗, but for a . a∗,
there are significant distinctions between them. For ex-
ample in the case of matter Hamiltonian with no scale
factor dependence (classically corresponding to dust) , at
small scale factors energy density defined via ρsc blows
up whereas ρq remains regulated and finite.
The effective equation of state for matter mimics the
classical behavior for a ≫ a∗. However we have shown
that near a∗ it starts varying even if it is classically con-
stant. It increases initially for a ∼ a∗ and then rapidly
decreases leading to violation of energy conditions. This
violation is independent of the choice of wq or wsc. It sug-
gests that classical matter may effectively metamorphose
itself to various forms at short scales and may serve as vi-
able alternative to scalar field phenomenology. The case
of radiation offers a new insight on the trans-Planckian
modifications to the frequency dispersion. It is intrigu-
ing that inverse scale factor modifications may provide a
natural explanation to much sought frequency dispersion
at short scales, however this requires a detailed analysis
which is beyond the scope of present discussion.
As we discussed in Sec. II, there is a new quantiza-
tion ambiguity which may arise in construction of energy
density via quantum operator. It can be checked that
8if instead of taking β = 1, we keep it arbitrary positive
value then ρq becomes ρq = D
β(1+wcl)
l ρcl and the fac-
tor (1 + wcl) in eq.(18) gets multiplied by β. Since β is
positive, its multiplication with (1 +wcl) in eq.(18) does
not affect the qualitative behavior of equation of state
wq. For any choice of β, the effective metamorphosis of
equation of state at scales smaller than a∗ would occur.
The parameter β only affects the magnitude of variation
of wq. For example, if we fix l = 3/4 then for the case
of dust all values of β > 1/15 would imply violation of
strong energy condition for a ∼ ai. By taking the same
value of l and β > 1/5, ρq for dust like matter would scale
as positive power of scale factor for a ∼ ai and energy
density does not blow up at small scale factors. Simi-
larly for radiation and stiff matter, an arbitrarily chosen
β results in a different magnitude of variation of the en-
ergy density and equation of state and the qualitative
picture does not change. The result of modification to
frequency dispersion for radiation is independent of the
choice of energy density and is unaffected by this ambi-
guity parameter. This leads us to the conclusion that
phenomenological effects discussed in this work are very
robust and the qualitative picture does not depend on
different choices of the quantization ambiguity parame-
ter β. We recall that in Ref. [16], it was demonstrated
that phenomenological results are qualitatively indepen-
dent of the choice of parameter l. We have earlier dis-
cussed that parameter β originates in a very similar way
as l. Now we see that both parameters also have a very
similar effect towards phenomenological description and
the underlying physical predictions are quite robust to
the choices of these parameters.
Future investigations with full LQG techniques would
be able to confirm or rule out the expectations of meta-
morphosis of equation of state and natural modifications
to frequency dispersion. This opens a novel avenue to
explore phenomenology at a . a∗, with matter like dust
and radiation. Since the equation of state for matter
coupling as classical dust or radiation to gravity becomes
negative for a < a∗, it implies that multicomponent mod-
els of scalar field interacting with various matter com-
ponents would also yield similar qualitative results like
super-acceleration and bounce in semi-classical LQC. Of
course the results obtained here are directly applicable
to loop quantum cosmological models with two or more
scalar fields where at least one of them behaves as clas-
sical matter component like dust or radiation with ap-
propriate choice of potential. In Ref. [31] and [32] gravi-
tational collapse scenarios with scalar field were studied
and possibilities of interesting astrophysical signatures
have been reported. However, in a more realistic scenario
inclusion of matter which behaves as dust, radiation or
stiff matter is important to investigate the last stages of
astrophysical collapse. Our results would be particularly
useful in this arena and may open the possibility to link
LQC phenomenology with astrophysical observations.
Though the choice of energy density does not affect
the dynamical trajectories, it may however change some
of the phenomenological constraints imposed on loop pa-
rameters using Hubble rate (or energy density). This is-
sue should be investigated further which may give us use-
ful insights. However, a more fundamental understanding
of matter in LQC and detailed analysis of physical semi-
classical states might also guide us towards resolving this
ambiguity. Our result of the effective state metamorpho-
sis may also have some interesting implications for the
problem of dark energy where some of the scenarios re-
quire effective equation of state to become less than −1.
In particular recently considerable attention has focused
on crossing the −1 divide in equation of state (which
separates domains of validity of weak energy condition)
and the role of quantum gravity effects [40]. In semi-
classical LQC such a behavior is observed very naturally
for various forms of matter. Investigation on the relation
of LQC dynamics with that of standard cosmology using
a scale factor duality has been done earlier [18]. On a
speculative side such a duality might provide a valuable
link between quantum gravity effects at short scales with
dark energy at large scale factors of the universe.
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